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recounted several little-known episodes in the relations between

nations that illustrates what is wrong with alliances and treaties that

do not have popular support.(A) relations between nations that

illustrates(B) relation of one nation with another that illustrates(C)

relations between nations that illustrate(D) relation of one nation

with another and illustrate(E) relations of nations that illustrates182.

She was a child prodigy, and Clara Schumann developed into one of

the greatest pianists of her time.(A) She was a child prodigy, and

Clara Schumann(B) A child prodigy, Clara Schumann(C) Child

prodigy that she was, Clara Schumann(D) Clara Schumann has been

a child prodigy, and she(E) Being a child prodigy, Clara

Schumann183. Many scholars regard the pre-Hispanic civilizations

of Peru as the most impressive in South America.(A) regard the

pre-Hispanic civilizations of Peru as(B) regard the pre-Hispanic

civilizations of Peru to be(C) regard the pre-Hispanic civilizations of

Peru to have been(D) consider that the pre-Hispanic civilizations of

Peru are(E) consider the pre-Hispanic civilizations of Peru as184. As

researchers continue to probe the highly expressive vocal and

postural language of wolves, their close resemblance to dogs has

become ever more striking.(A) their close resemblance to dogs has

become(B) the closeness of their resemblance to dogs has

become(C) the close resemblance between them and dogs has



become(D) the close resemblance between wolves and dogs

becomes(E) the close resemblance of wolves with dogs becomes185.

Camille Claudet worked continuously through the 1880’s and

early 1890’s with the sculptor Auguste Rodin. since there are very

few signed works of hers, the inescapable conclusion seems to be one

of Claudet conceiving and executing part of Rodin’s enormous

production of that period.(A) inescapable conclusion seems to be

one of Claudet conceiving and executing part of Rodin’s

enormous production of that period(B) conclusion of Claudet

conceiving and executing part of Rodin’s enormous production of

that period seems inescapable(C) conclusion seems inescapable that

part of Rodin’s enormous production of that period was conceived

and executed by Claudet(D) conclusion of part of Rodin’s

enormous production of that period having been conceived and

executed by Claudet seems inescapable(E) seemingly inescapable

conclusion is that Claudet would have conceived and executed part

of Rodin’s enormous production of that period186. The utility

company has announced that it will permanently close its Unit I

nuclear power plant, the first plant that had been built by private

industry and the model for a generation of modern nuclear

reactors.(A) that had been built by private industry and(B) built by

private industry and which was(C) to be built by private industry and

which was(D) built by private industry and(E) to have been built by

private industry and was187. Based on the growth rates of large

modern reptiles such as the Galapagos tortoise and examinations of

fossils of juvenile dinosaurs, scientists estimate that the largest



dinosaurs probably lived to be between 100 and 200 years old.(A)

Based on the growth rates of large modern reptiles such as(B) On the

basis of growth rates of large modern reptiles such as(C) Based on

the growth rates of large modern reptiles like(D) On the basis of

growth rates of large modern reptiles, like those of(E) Based on such

growth rates as those of large modern reptiles like188. For many

travelers, charter vacations often turn out to cost considerably more

than they originally seemed.(A) they originally seemed(B) they

originally seem to(C) they seemingly would cost originally(D) it

seemed originally(E) it originally seemed they would189. Like other

educators who prefer to substitute anthologies of short stories or

collections of popular essays to dull “basal readers,” Ms. Burton

emphasizes how important it is to enjoy good literature.(A) to dull 

“basal readers,” Ms. Burton emphasizes how important it is to

enjoy(B) for dull “basal readers,” Ms. Burton emphasizes the

importance of enjoying(C) to dull “basal readers,” Ms. Burton

emphasizes that it is important to enjoy(D) for dull “basal readers,

” Ms. Burton’s emphasis is that it is important to enjoy(E) to dull 

“basal readers,” Ms. Burton’s emphasis is on the importance of

enjoying190. Those with a cynical turn of mind might speculate if the

new corporation, eager for profit, might not have started the rumor

that caused its competitor to declare bankruptcy.(A) speculate if the

new corporation, eager for profit, might not have started(B)

speculate if the new corporation, eager for profit, had not started(C)

speculate if, in its eagerness for profit, the new corporation

started(D) wonder as to whether, in its eagerness for profit, the new



corporation did not start(E) wonder whether the new corporation,

eager for profit, had started191. A substance derived from the

Madagascar periwinkle, which has proved useful in decreasing

mortality among young leukemia patients, is cultivated in China as

part of a program to integrate traditional herbal medicine into a

contemporary system of health care.(A) A substance derived from

the Madagascar periwinkle, which has proved useful in decreasing

mortality among young leukemia patients,(B) A derivative, which

has proved useful in decreasing mortality among young leukemia

patients, of the Madagascar periwinkle,(C) A Madagascar periwinkle

derivative, which has proved useful in decreasing mortality among

young leukemia patients,(D) The Madagascar periwinkle has a

derivative which has proved useful in decreasing mortality among

young leukemia patients, that(E) The Madagascar periwinkle, a

derivative of which has proved useful in decreasing mortality among

young leukemia patients,192. Trying to learn some of the basics of

programming is the same as to tinker with a car when one is a

teenager: some people end up going to engineering school, and

others, twenty years later, remember nothing of the experience.(A)

the same as to tinker with a car when one is a teenager(B) similar to a

teenager tinkering with a car(C) like tinkering with a car as a

teenager(D) the same as a teenager tinkering with a car(E) like the

teenager’s tinkering with a car193. Fifty-two percent of United

States high school graduates go on to college, compared with Canada

’s thirty-five percent and Great Britain, Japan, and West Germany

’s fifteen percent.(A) Fifty-two percent of United States high



school graduates go on to college, compared with Canada’s

thirty-five percent and Great Britain, Japan, and West Germany’s

fifteen percent.(B) Fifty-two percent of United States high school

graduates go on to college. in Canada it is thirty-five percent and in

Great Britain, Japan, and West Germany it is fifteen percent.(C) In

the United States, Fifty-two percent of high school graduates go on

to college, compared with thirty-five percent in Canada and fifteen

percent in Great Britain, Japan, and West Germany.(D) The

percentage of high school graduates in the United States who go on

to college is fifty-two, compared with Canada’s thirty-five percent,

Great Britain’s fifteen, Japan’s fifteen, and West Germany’s

fifteen.(E) The percentage of United States high school graduates

going on to college is fifty-two that in Canada is thirty-five, and that

in Great Britain, Japan, and West Germany is fifteen.194.

Discrimination in wages paid in occupations that are predominantly

male over the predominantly female have given rise to substantial

differentials between the wage of housepainters and secretaries and

between the wages of parking-lot attendants and library

assistants.(A) paid in occupations that are predominantly male over

the predominantly female have(B) paid in occupations that are

predominantly make over those that are predominantly female

have(C) that favors predominantly male occupations over the

predominantly female have(D) that favors predominantly male

occupations over those that are predominantly female has(E) paid in

predominantly male occupations over the predominantly female

has195. The American Medical Association has argued that the



rapidly rising costs associated with malpractice litigation are driving

doctors from the profession and that reform of the tort system is

imperative for bringing malpractice insurance premiums under

control.(A) that reform of the tort system is imperative for bringing

malpractice insurance premiums(B) that reform of the tort system is

imperative if malpractice insurance premiums are to be brought(C)

that reform of the tort system is imperative to bring malpractice

insurance premiums(D) reform of the tort system is necessary in

bringing malpractice insurance premiums(E) the tort system needs

to be reformed so that malpractice insurance premiums are

brought196. According to Booker T. Whatley’s recent analysis,

planting the same crops as are planted on large farms will lead to

economic disaster for the small farmer, who should plan a succession

of high-value crops that will provide a year-round cash flow.(A)

planting the same crops as are planted on large farms will lead to

economic disaster for the small farmer, who(B) it will lead to

economic disaster for the small farmer to plant the same crops as on

the large farms. they(C) economic disaster will result from planting

the same crops as large farms to the small farmer, who(D) economic

disaster for the small farmer will result from planting the same crops

as on the large farms. they(E) the small farmer planting the same

crops as are planted on large farms will lead to economic disaster.

they197. The prospect of a new wave of automobile imports has

prompted domestic manufacturers to reduce staff, close plants, and

offering buyers financial incentives so they stay competitive.(A)

reduce staff, close plants, and offering buyers financial incentives so



they(B) reduce staff, close plants, and offer financial incentives to

buyers in order to(C) reducing staff, closing plants, and the offer of

financial incentives to buyers so they can(D) staff reductions, closing

plants, and offering buyers financial incentives in order to(E) a

reduction of staff, plant closings, and offering financial incentives to

buyers to198. Judge Forer recognizes that the American judicial

system provides more safeguards for accused persons than does the

legal system of any other country, but she believes there is a great

disparity between the systems of justice accorded rich and poor.(A)

for accused persons than does the legal system of any other

country(B) to accused persons as the legal system of any country(C)

for accused persons as the legal system of any country(D) to accused

persons as the legal system of any other country(E) for accused

persons than the legal system of any country199. Personal trainers

and fitness coaches are to the narcissistic 1980’s just like a private

fencing master and dancing teacher was to an earlier time.(A) just

like a private fencing master and dancing teacher was(B) as have

been a private fencing master and dancing teacher(C) what private

fencing masters and dancing teachers were(D) what private fencing

masters and dancing teachers are(E) just the same as private fencing

masters and dancing teachers had been200. Although the bite of

brown recluse spiders are rarely fatal, they cause chronic flesh

wounds, posing the greatest danger to the infant and elderly, who are

particularly vulnerable to its poison.(A) brown recluse spiders are

rarely fatal, they cause chronic flesh wounds, posing the greatest

danger to the infant and elderly, who are particularly vulnerable to



its(B) brown recluse spiders are rarely fatal, they cause chronic flesh

wounds and pose the greatest danger to the infant and elderly, who

are particularly vulnerable to their(C) the brown recluse spider is

rarely fatal, it causes chronic flesh wounds, posing the greatest danger

to the infant and elderly, who are particularly vulnerable to their(D)

the brown recluse spider is rarely fatal, it causes chronic flesh wounds

and poses the greatest danger to infants and the elderly, who are

particularly vulnerable to its(E) the brown recluse spider is rarely

fatal, they cause chronic flesh wounds, posing the greatest danger to

the infant and elderly, who are particularly vulnerable to its 100Test 
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